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This document includes only one character which is used for one kind of rice porridge 
commonly in Cantonese cuisine ( 粤菜 ) in Guangdong Province and Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region, PRC. The corresponding traditional form had been encoded in UCS and 
Unicode as a pseudo-GB1 character long ago, and China NB had changed the source reference 

to GH one since Unicode, 7.0.0; Hong Kong SAR included it in HKSCS, and did the horizontal 
extension in Unicode, 4.0.1; TCA also did the horizontal extension for other variant use. 
 
1. Proposal 
The simplified form is used commonly in Guangdong and Guangxi nowadays, so I propose it to 
include into UAX #45 for the future IRG WS submission. 

UTC Src. Glyph IDS RS TS FS 
Traditional 

form 

UTC-03336  ⿰鱼孟 195'.8 16 5 
U+9BED 

鯭 

There are kMandarin and kCantonese properties values of U+9BED (鯭) in Unihan DB, that 
the kMandarin property value is used for other meaning mentioned in 《集韻》, but the 
kCantonese property value is just used for the use I mentioned in this document. It is OK to 
copy the kMandarin and kCantonese properties values of U+9BED (鯭) to this character. 
Singapore once submitted this character to CJK Extension C1 as RW9082 (C1-25270) in 
IRGN725 and IRGN899, but they didn’t submit any acceptable evidence at that time, and this 
character has not been encoded in later CJK Ext. C block. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hZqb3osX8WRpgAXeYwBzXfQooWh2DABt/view?usp=sharing
rick
Text Box
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2. Brief introduction 
This character is often used for two kinds of fishes mainly, one is 泥 (nai4 maang1), the other 
is 深海泥 (sam1 hoi2 nai4 maang1), which are the common seafoods in Guangdong Province, 
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, Hong Kong SAR and Macao SAR, but there are other local 
names used in Fujian Province, Taiwan Province and other regions. 
The Chinese academic/technical name of 泥 is 褐篮子鱼 (hèlánziyú) and the corresponding 
Latin name is Siganus fuscescens. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Siganus fuscescens 
(https://www.sohu.com/a/222882412_262564 ) 

The Chinese academic/techinial name of 深海泥 is 点篮子鱼  (diǎnlánziyú) and the 
corresponding Latin name is Siganus guttatus. This kind of fish is also called as 金鼓 (gam1 
gu2 maang1) in Zhuhai City (珠海市). 

 

Fig. 2.2 Siganus guttatus 
(郭建谊: 《金鼓低盐度土塘养殖技术小结》, 《海洋与渔业》, 2014.5, p. 71) 

In Miaowan Island (庙湾岛) of Zhuhai, there is one traditional fishing technique called 浸泥 
(zam3 nai4 maang1) to catch these two kinds of fish, which has been recognized as the 

municipal intangible cultural heritage of Zhuhai City now. This technique was introduced in 
Episode 3 of a documentary named 《传承》 (Chuánchénɡ, Season 3), which is produced by 

https://www.sohu.com/a/222882412_262564
http://tv.cctv.com/2019/08/22/VIDA6ooJIJIQAB85NL3TyoiG190822.shtml
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CCTV-4. Please also see here. The following photo shows the cages for this technique. 

 
Fig. 2.3 Cages for this traditional fishing technique 

(https://www.zhfyk.com.cn/index.php/sgjy/41.html ) 
泥 (nai4 maang1) is often used when cooking with several kinds of rice porridge. We can call 
them 泥粥 (nai4 maang1 zuk1) in general. 

 

Fig. 2.4 nai4 maang1 zuk1 
(猫叔食堂 2020-3-3 https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1LE41177ns/ ) 

In the TVB drama 《超能使者》 (I’ve Got The Power), the mother acted by Fung So Bor (馮素
波) told her son acted by Sammy Sum (沈震軒) that she could cook this kind of rice porridge. 

The following picture is screenshotted from the mainland China version. The simplified form 
has not been encoded, so they just used the traditional form in the subtitle. 

https://tv.cctv.com/cctv4asia/
https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV16J41167Rg/
https://www.zhfyk.com.cn/index.php/sgjy/41.html
https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1LE41177ns/
https://programme.tvb.com/drama/ivegotthepower/
http://artiste.tvb.com/main/artistedetail/fungsobor
http://artiste.tvb.com/main/artistedetail/fungsobor
https://evchk.fandom.com/zh/wiki/%E6%B2%88%E9%9C%87%E8%BB%92
http://enjoy.mddcloud.com.cn/vodshare?vodUuid=ff8080817655969d01768a312c232068&num=1
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Fig. 2.5 Episode 19 of the TVB drama I’ve Got The Power 
In the other TVB drama 《輕·︁功》 (Go With The Float), the man acted by Willie Wai (韋家雄) 
told his friend acted by Wayne Lai (黎耀祥) that he just took a tour group to see someone fishing 
for this kind of fish. The following picture is screenshotted from the mainland China version. 
The submitted character was replaced to other similar character as 蜢 in the subtitle. This is a 
common temporary method to handle the unencoded character in mainland China, but this 

method seriously damages the accuracy of data to cause more data troubles later. Please also 
see more about my comment on this harmful method on Section 3 of my feedback on IRGN2551, 
but, at the same time, I totally understand this is a very helpless approach for the common end 
users. 

http://artiste.tvb.com/main/artistedetail/waikarhung
http://artiste.tvb.com/main/artistedetail/waynelai
http://enjoy.mddcloud.com.cn/vodshare?vodUuid=3123cf32697a11edb26b3ce1a17ff0b0&num=1
https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg59/IRGN2551EisoFeedback.pdf
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Fig. 2.6 Episode 2 of the TVB drama Go With The Float 
This kind of fish could be also cooked differently, such as 陈皮蒸泥 (can4 pei4-2 zing1 nai4 
maang1). As the right simplified form has not been encoded, and some persons don’t want to 
use the traditional form in the simplified Chinese running texts, so they tried to use 猛 as the 
other one to replace the right one. 猛 reads as maang5 in Cantonese, so the young people 
would read the wrong pronunciations as nai4 maang5, even nai4 maang5-2 not nai4 maang1 

when they know the fish name from the wrong word form 泥猛 first. I once heard one of my 
younger cousin sisters read nai4 maang5, and all the elders couldn’t understand what she 
meant. 
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Fig. 2.7 can4 pei4-2 zing1 nai4 maang1 
(小喵粑粑 2021-11-6 https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV11Q4y1m75d/ ) 

 
In Foshan City (佛山市), 深海泥 could be cooked as one kind of sashimi. 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV11Q4y1m75d/
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Figs. 2.7 & 2.8 sashimi 
(《品城记本地版》2022-8-8 https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1Ma411P7wN/ ) 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1Ma411P7wN/
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3. Evidence 
There are 5 kinds of evidence here, which are literary works, linguistic book, aquiculture paper, 
cookbooks, and posts in social media. 
 
3.1. Literary works 

 

何紫: 《战争，我正当童年》//《大系》编辑委员会: 《崛起的山梁——台港澳暨海外华文

文学大系·︁散文卷（二）》, 北京: 中国友谊出版公司, 1993.8, ISBN 7-5057-0387-0/I·206, p. 
538 
(This author is an essayist lived in Macao SAR, but his ancestral home is in Shunde, Foshan, 

also see here.) 
 

https://hongkong.fandom.com/zh-hk/wiki/%E4%BD%95%E7%B4%AB
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晓畅: 《情人幽默》, 北京: 东方出版社, 1995.7, ISBN 7-5060-0594-8/G·99, p. 166 

 
3.2. Linguistics 
The pronunciation provided by Prof. Hou, my teacher, and Dr. Wu doesn’t match the common 
one, but it reflects the possible consequences in future if the wrong forms become more and 

more stable in our daily life. 

 
侯兴泉, 吴南开: 《信息处理用粤方言字词规范研究》, 广州: 广东人民出版社, 2017.5, ISBN 
978-7-218-11766-9, p. 185 
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3.3. Aquiculture 

 

曹鼎雄, 王玉群, 罗强, 谢海波: 《海水鱼大救星套餐的使用》, 《科学养鱼》, 2011.6, p.79 
 
3.4. Cookbooks 

 

陶令光: 《粥 100种》, 广州: 科学普及出版社广州分社, 1985.7, 17051·60396, p. 30 
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陶令光: 《粥 100种》, 广州: 科学普及出版社广州分社, 1985.7, 17051·60396, p. 31 
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关梦: 《益补粥品大全》, 广州: 广东旅游出版社, 1993.3, ISBN 7-80521-388-7/Z·29, p. 10 
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关梦: 《益补粥品大全》, 广州: 广东旅游出版社, 1993.3, ISBN 7-80521-388-7/Z·29, p. 11 
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关梦: 《益补粥品大全》, 广州: 广东旅游出版社, 1993.3, ISBN 7-80521-388-7/Z·29, p. 12 
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高兵 , 彭秀英: 《最新家庭营养菜谱大全》 , 广州: 华南理工大学出版社, 1997.5, ISBN 7-
5623-0467-X/TS972·1, p. 42 
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千川: 《微波炉家常食谱》, 广州: 广东人民出版社, 1997.7, ISBN 7-218-02371-1/R·50, p. 58 
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荣坤, 瑞桓: 《广东生滚靓粥》, 广州: 广东经济出版社, 1999.5, ISBN 7-80632-335-X/TS·7, p. 
36 
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黄卓雄: 《鼻喉肺病食疗》, 福州: 福建科学技术出版社, 2002.10, ISBN 7-5335-2066-1, p. 57 

 

 

周凡 : 《夏日清爽家常菜谱》 , 南宁 : 广西科学技术出版社 , 2003.7, ISBN 7-80619-804-
0/TS·49, p. 41 
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于珧: 《新编简易家常菜精选》, 南宁: 广西科学技术出版社, 2003.8, ISBN 7-204-05199-8, p. 
119 
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方姐: 《天天家庭靓汤》, 广州: 广东旅游出版社, 2007.3, ISBN 978-7-80653-867-8, p. 104 
 
3.5. Social media 
In Sina Weibo, I found two posts related on the submitted character. They both use “鱼孟”, and 
one of them mentioned this character can’t be inputted now. 
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